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Introduction

Homework - Questions?

 Tony Hawk

 ZX-Spectrum

 3D movies

Today’s topics:

 Tile maps

 Instancing

 Palettes and palette tricks
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Tiles

Tile map examples:

 Gauntlet 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HA5Xzfydc7U

 Castlevania III: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pdPsKCSXmoE

(try these on the NEStopia emulator)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HA5Xzfydc7U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pdPsKCSXmoE
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Tiles



Tiles
Tile mapping on the NES:

The NES has 2Kb of RAM, and a 

256x240 screen. Tiles are 16x16 

pixels, so the screen contains 

32x30 tiles (960 bytes). 

So, on the NES, tile mapping is a 

necessity: It is the only way to fit 

a game screen in memory.



Tiles
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Tiles

Nutcracker 2

tile editor



Tiles

1.  Hardware restrictions

2.  Easier programming

3.  Splitting tasks

Early systems did not have a 

‘frame buffer’; memory was too 

limited for that.

Using a tilemap means that you 

are re-using graphics.

On modern systems, reducing 

memory usage is still a good 

reason to use tilemaps.

 Collision detection

 Artificial Intelligence

 Physics

 Prototyping

Creating art for a game is not the same as 

creating levels – Using tile based graphics, you 

can easily split these tasks.

It is also much easier to maintain levels built 

using tiles: It let’s you try out new level designs 

quickly and easily – Even without final tile art.



Tiles

Polygon tiles 

Falcon 4



Tiles

Polygon tiles 

Falcon 4



Tiles

2D instancing



Tiles

The other side:

 Tile maps can look blocky

 Tiles are hard to draw

 The grid restriction can be limiting

 There may be other ways to save memory

One more thing:

Metatiles are tiles that consist of tiles.



Instancing

Instancing:

Using a mesh multiple times in a scene, but 

storing it only once in memory.

Notice that this is similar to how Lemmings 

draws it’s scenery.



Instancing



Instancing



Instancing

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-gpwCspxi8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-gpwCspxi8


Instancing

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-gpwCspxi8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-gpwCspxi8
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Palettes

Palettized images:

Each pixel has a color that is choosen 

from a limited set of colors (usually 

256). Except those 256 colors, the 

image can not contain any other colors.



Palettes

Why using a palette?

 Smaller data size = more textures

 Faster data transfer

 Less than 256 colors: Better compression



Palettes

8 colors true color256 colors



Palettes

Palette tricks

 Fade-in / fade-out

 Glowing pixels

 Color cycling (water, fire)

 Special effects



Palettes

Blackthorne

Blizzard, SNES



Palettes

Note that palette tricks require programmers and artists to 

work together!

 The artist creates special textures

 The programmer creates an engine that facilitates this

You are a team, both of you need to think about art and 

technology to make the best use of the target platform.
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Homework

1. Find and download three images that illustrate 
problems with 16-bit and 8-bit color well:

 One image that can be safely converted to 256 colors;

 One image that looks particularly bad when converted to 256 colors;

 One image that clearly shows issues when converted to 16-bit.

Explain briefly what works and what doesn’t, and why.

2. Find a XBLA game that uses tiles and / or 
instancing.

Provide screenshots and explanation. Which elements are repeated? 
Are they on a grid or more loosely placed? Do they have a fixed size?
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Upcoming Events

Next week:

 Sprites

 Polygons

 Filtering


